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Abstract

In this article we review knowledge representation formalisms that lend

themselves to the representation of capabilities of intelligent agents� The

aim of representing capabilities is� of course� that we want to reason about

them� The reasoning task we are most interested in is capability broker�

ing� i�e� the task of �nding an agent which has a capability that can be

used to address a given problem� Thus� the �rst area we review here is

agent cooperation and communication from which the problem originates�

However� the capability representations found here often lack sophistic�

ation and are rather ill�de�ned� Thus� we have turned to logics next�

which include some of the best understood representations in AI and bey�

ond� These representations are rather generic though� Capabilities are
essentially the actions an agent can perform and thus� we review action

representations next� While these representations are very promising� they

lack the expressiveness required to represent certain more complex capab�

ilities� Models of problem solving address this issue for complex reasoning

capabilities� and this is the �nal area we review in this paper�
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� The Problem of Capability Brokering

One approach to achieving arti�cial intelligence is the rational agent approach

�Russell and Norvig� ����� page ��	 In this approach� AI is viewed as the study

and construction of rational agents	 An agent is described as an entity that

perceives and acts	 Rationality means that it acts as to achieve its goals� given

its beliefs	 More precisely� �Wooldridge and Jennings� ����� page ��
� identify

four properties an agent should have� autonomy� social ability� reactivity� and

pro�activeness	 Pro�activeness means that an agent should be able to exhibit

goal�directed behaviour by taking the initiative	 Pro�activeness is directly related

to rationality	 Social ability� the property we will be most concerned with� means

that an agent interacts with other agents possibly humans� via some kind of

agent communication language	 Together� pro�activeness and social ability imply

that an agent should communicate not with just any other agent but with those

agents that can help it achieve its goals	 But �rst� it has to �nd these agents	

This problem is very similar to what �Davis and Smith� ����� page �
� call

the connection problem in distributed problem solving	 One assumption they are

making is that the agents that exist are �xed	 We will assume here that an agent

exists in a dynamic environment with other agents	 As the environment changes

new agents might come into existence or existing agents might disappear	 Agent

autonomy means that an agent has to operate without the direct intervention of

humans� i	e	 that it has to �nd out by itself about existing other agents� speci�c�

ally� agents that can help it achieve its goals	 �Genesereth and Ketchpel� �����

page ��� distinguish two basic approaches to the connection problem� direct com�

munication� in which agents handle their own coordination and assisted coordin�

ation� in which agents rely on special system programs to achieve coordination	

The best known work in AI on agent communication is probably the

Knowledge�Sharing E�ort �Fikes et al�� ����� Neches et al�� �����	 Part of this

e�ort is the development of the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Lan�

guage kqml�� a high�level agent communication language �Finin et al�� �����
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Finin et al�� ����� Labrou and Finin� �����	 kqml� like most approaches to the

connection problem� advocates assisted coordination through facilitators and me�

diators	 However� the support o�ered by kqml for this task is still an active

research issue� especially for more complex agents �Kuokka and Harada� ����b�	

�Decker et al�� ����� have recently described a solution space to the connection

problem that identi�es nine di�erent types of middle�agents depending on which

agents know about capabilities and preferences of agents initially	 By a prefer�

ence they mean meta�knowledge about what types of information have utility for

a requester	 In a solution to the connection problem in which capabilities are ini�

tially known to the provider and the middle�agent only� and in which preferences

are initially known to the requester and the middle�agent only� the middle�agent

is what they call a broker	 Capability brokering and� more speci�cally� represent�

ations for capabilities that facilitate brokering are what we shall review in this

article	

� Software Agents

In this section we will look at work in the wider area of intelligent soft�

ware agents and� more speci�cally� at approaches to capability broker�

ing found there�

An overview of this section� which provides a conceptualisation of the rela�

tionships between the di�erent sub��elds and approaches�systems described in

this section� is given in �gure �	 The �gure also contains cross�links to other

areas and highlights the work which was considered to be most important for

representing and reasoning about capabilities	

��� Distributed AI

Intelligent software agents are often seen as part of a wider area of Distributed

Arti�cial Intelligence DAI� �Bond and Gasser� ����� Chaib�Draa et al�� �����
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Figure �� Overview of this section

Jennings� ���
� which motivates us to brie�y consider this area �rst	 DAI is

the sub�eld of AI that is interested in concurrency in AI computations	 Its main

concerns have been distributed problem solving� i	e	 how the task of solving a par�

ticular problem can be divided amongst a number of available problem solvers�

and multi�agent systems� i	e	 how a collection of autonomous intelligent agents

can coordinate their knowledge� goals� skills� and plans jointly to take action or

to solve problems	

DAI has not been very concerned with the problem of capability brokering	 As

pointed out in �Wooldridge and Jennings� ����� page ����� the classical emphasis

in DAI has mostly been on the macro�level� i	e	 on social phenomena and the

emergent behaviour of a group of problem solvers	 Research in intelligent software

agents emphasises the micro�level� i	e	 the architecture and theories of individual

agents	 The latter is where the problem of capability brokering has been addressed

previously and at which we will look in section �	�	

Two architectures that grew out of DAI are worth mentioning here	 Firstly�

there is the contract net �Smith� ����� Davis and Smith� �����	 In the con�

tract net architecture a given problem is �rst decomposed into sub�problems	

These sub�problems are treated as contracts and a process consisting of contract
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announcement� bidding� and contract awarding is used to distribute problem solv�

ing	 This process of negotiation� i	e	 the extensive and explicit use of communic�

ation to distribute the problem cf	 section �	�	��� was an important contribution

of this work	 Another contribution was the de�nition of the connection problem

�Davis and Smith� ����� page �
� which is essentially the problem of capability

brokering	

Secondly� there is ether �Kornfeld� ����� Kornfeld� ������ a pattern�directed

invocation formalism for parallel problem solving	 ether provides a planner�

like language where procedure invocation is driven by pattern matching	 Unlike in

previous approaches� control over the distribution is not in the hands of the user	

Instead� the patterns are used to distribute the problem�solving process	 The

basic mechanism for the distribution is by broadcasting of patterns	 Nowadays

virtually all DAI systems use patterns to distribute the problem�solving process�

but the speci�cs of ether are not used anymore which is why we will not look

at it any further	

��� Intelligent Software Agents

Intelligent software agents have recently received a lot of attention within AI

�Russell and Norvig� ����� Bradshaw� ����� Huhns and Singh� �����	 However�

the de�nition of agent is elusive� i	e	 there is still considerable lack of consensus

on what exactly an agent is or what the research questions are that need to be

addressed	 An overview of possible de�nitions of agency and a comprehensive

structuring of the �eld has been presented in �Wooldridge and Jennings� �����

and we shall mostly adopt their approach	 They distinguish agent theories� agent

architectures� and agent languages as the three major sub�elds of agent research	

����� Languages Architectures and Theories

Firstly� the sub�eld of agent languages is mainly concerned with tools that al�

low one to program hardware or software computer systems using the concepts
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developed in agent theories as outlined below	 Such tools include� for example�

the Agent Behaviour Language �Wavish� ������ the agent�oriented programming

paradigm �Shoham� ������ Concurrent MetateM �Fisher� ������ or the Java

Agent Template	� As this area is not concerned with the representation of and

reasoning about capabilities� we shall not dwell on it here	

Secondly� the sub�eld of agent architectures is concerned with issues sur�

rounding the construction of computer systems that satisfy the properties spe�

ci�ed by agent theories below�	 The classical approach in AI is the deliber�

ative architecture based on the physical symbol system hypothesis� i	e	 an ar�

chitecture that contains an explicitly represented� symbolic model of the world

�Newell and Simon� ���
� Russell and Norvig� �����	 The main alternative to the

deliberative approach is the reactive approach based on the so�called subsump�

tion architecture �Brooks� ���
� Brooks� �����	 Finally� a number of hybrid ap�

proaches to agent architectures have also been attempted	 However� none of these

architectures explicitly supports capability brokering	 Since deliberative agents

will need to take well�planned actions it is often assumed that such an agent

should be based on AI planning technology �Wooldridge and Jennings� ����� page

����	 We will look at AI planning more closely in section � and at existing agents

using a planner speci�cally in section �	�	

Finally� formal agent theories are essentially speci�cations for agents where

an agent is described as an intentional system that has beliefs� desires� etc	

�Seel� �����	 Agent theories can be seen as representational frameworks for

such attitudes	 The dominant approaches are based on modal logics cf	 sec�

tion �	�� and meta�languages cf	 section �	��	 The former lead to the adop�

tion of the possible worlds semantics which has been used to de�ne what it

means for an agent to know something and to reason about knowledge and

belief �Hintikka� ��
�� Kripke� ��
��	 Various alternatives were also developed

to avoid the problem of logical omniscience �Levesque� ����� Konolige� ���
�	

�
jat is available on the WWW at URL� http���cdr�stanford�edu�ABE�JavaAgent�html






Similarly� but to a lesser extent� there have been logics of goals or desires

�Cohen and Levesque� ����� Wooldridge� �����	 Although these approaches have

addressed many attitudes of agents� there remains the problem of integrating

them into one framework for an all�embracing agent theory	 The issue in agent

theories we shall be most concerned with here is that of agent communication

which also addresses the connection problem	

����� Agent Communication

At least two major e�orts are currently under way which both assume knowledge

sharing to be the key to successful agent communication and cooperation	

The �rst e�ort addressing the agent communication problem is the Cyc pro�

ject �Guha and Lenat� ����� Guha and Lenat� ����� Lenat� �����	 The basic idea

here is that agents need to have a large amount of commonsense knowledge be�

fore they can intelligently work together	 Since the Cyc researchers believe that

commonsense knowledge can not be learned automatically without having a large

body of it in the �rst place� most of the work in Cyc has been on hand coding

such knowledge and on developing large ontologies using micro�theories	 We shall

return to the issue of ontologies in section �	�	

The second major e�ort addressing the agent communication problem is

the ARPA Knowledge Sharing E�ort �Fikes et al�� ����� Neches et al�� �����

Genesereth and Ketchpel� �����	 They envisage a generic agent communication

language as consisting of three parts� the vocabulary� the inner language which

carries the content that is being communicated� and the outer language which

represents mainly the speech act that this message represents	 The vocabulary

is to be de�ned within one or more ontologies that will be shared by the commu�

nicating agents �Gruber� ����b� Gruber� ����a� Farquahar et al�� ���
�	 Again�

we shall return to the issue of ontologies in section �	�	 A generic knowledge

representation language called kif �Genesereth� ����� Genesereth et al�� ����� to

and from which all other content languages should be translatable has been sug�
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gested for the content to be communicated� including the content of messages

about capabilities cf	 section �	��	

����� The Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language

Research on the outer language mentioned above has resulted in the de�nition

of the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language kqml� �Finin et al�� �����

Finin et al�� ����� Labrou and Finin� �����	 We shall describe kqml brie�y here	

The syntax of kqml is simply based on a balanced parenthesis list	 The �rst

element in this list represents the performative of this message�	 The performative

indicates the type of speech act this message is	 For example� the performative

ask indicates a question being asked and the performative tell indicates a state�

ment being made	 For each performative in kqml there is also a protocol that

de�nes with which type of messages other agents should reply to this message

if any	 For example� there should always be a reply to an ask�message and the

performative of this reply message should be tell	 Although there is a set of

prede�ned performatives in kqml it is not meant to be binding	 Agents may

choose to use this set or invent their own performatives	 They may also choose

not to implement certain prede�ned performatives	 However� if a prede�ned per�

formative is used it should be used with the protocol for this performative de�ned

in the kqml speci�cation	

The performative is followed by a number of keyword�value pairs	 Again�

there is a number of prede�ned keywords like �sender or �content that all have

a fairly obvious meaning	 For example� the value following the keyword �sender

should be the name of the agent sending this message and the value following the

keyword �content should be the actual content of the message	 The content of

a kqml message is meant to be opaque to the message	 However� in interpreting

a kqml message it is necessary to decide where the content ends and thus� it is

necessary to look at the content at least for this	 There are also a number of

� In the literature on kqml and speech acts the term performative is sometimes also used to
refer to the whole message�
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fairly obvious constraints between the di�erent parts of a kqml message	 For

example� if the language �eld names a speci�c content language then the content

should be in this language	

kqml� like most approaches to the connection problem� advocates assisted

coordination through agents called facilitators and mediators	 A facilitator in

kqml is an agent that performs various useful communication services	 One of

the main services o�ered by a facilitator is to help other agents �nd appropriate

clients and servers	 How client and server agents can �nd the facilitators is a

problem to which kqml does not prescribe a solution	 Neither is the mechanism

to be used by the facilitators to �nd appropriate servers for clients speci�ed

in kqml	 However� there are a number of related performatives and protocols

for these performatives that can be seen as the de�nition of an interface to the

facilitators	 This interface de�nition is one of the most important contributions of

this work as far as capability brokering is concerned	 Some of the most important

performatives for brokering in kqml are described in table �	

One issue worth noting at this point is that kqml requires the content of an

advertisement to be identical to the content of the capability�seeking message	

This is very restrictive and� as we shall see� most existing brokers ignore this part

of the kqml speci�cation and provide a more sophisticated matching service	

��� Brokering Agents

Returning to the connection problem� which is the main problem of capability

brokering� �Genesereth and Ketchpel� ����� distinguish two basic approaches to

this problem� direct communication� in which agents handle their own coordina�

tion and assisted coordination� in which agents rely on special system programs

to achieve coordination	 ether and the contract net� both described in sec�

tion �	�� fall into the �rst category	 The facilitation approach de�ned in kqml

falls into the second category and this is currently the dominating approach in

intelligent agent research	
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� advertise� With this performative the sender informs the receiver

�which should be the facilitator� that the sender is willing and able
to process certain messages� kqml speci�es that the processable mes�

sage being advertised is given as the content of this message� i�e� the

content is a kqml message again� Furthermore� the performative of the

content message should be one of a limited set and there are certain

basic constraints on the sender and receiver of the advertisement and

embedded message� No reply message is required�

� subscribe� With this performative the sender informs the receiver

�which should be the facilitator� that it wants to be updated every time
that the would�be response to the content message is di	erent from the

last response to the sender of this message� Thus� like for advertise

the content must be a kqml message and similar constraints apply� In

response� the facilitator should send one reply to the embedded message

immediately and further messages as they occur�

� recommend�one� With this performative the sender informs the re�

ceiver �which should be the facilitator� that it wants to know about one

agent that has advertised that it will process the message given as the
content of this message� The expected reply to this message is a mes�

sage with the performative forward� the content of which should be an

advertising message� The content of this recommend�one message and

the advertise message should be identical�

� recommend�all� This performative is like recommend�one� only that

the reply should name all the agents that have advertised to process the

given content message�

� broker�one� Again� this performative is like recommend�one in its form�

The di	erence is that with this performative the sender asks the facilit�

ator to �nd an agent that can process the given message and then send

it the given message� If there will be a reply to this message� this reply

should be forwarded to the sender of the broker�one message�

� recruit�one� Again� this performative is like recommend�one in its
form� The di	erence is that with this performative the sender asks

the facilitator to �nd an agent that can process the given message and

then send it the given message� The di	erence to broker�one is that

any reply should go directly to the sender of the recruit�one message

rather than through the facilitator�

Table �� kqml facilitation performatives �Labrou and Finin� �����
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Before we turn to a survey of existing brokers that facilitate assisted co�

ordination� it is also worth noting that a kind of brokering has been per�

formed on the Internet for some time now by search engines �Witten et al�� �����

Howe and Dreilinger� �����	 However� most search engines match requests� usu�

ally only consisting of a few keywords� to text pages on the Internet	 The match�

ing is essentially based on a reverse word frequency count algorithm� and can

hardly be called knowledge�based	 This is not the kind of brokering we are inter�

ested in here	

Various terms have been used for the special system programs on which as�

sisted coordination relies� some of which we have used in this review� e	g	 facil�

itator or broker	 �Decker et al�� ����� have recently suggested a categorisation

of what they call middle�agents	 They use the term middle�agent to mean any

special system program used in assisted coordination	 They distinguish di�erent

kinds of middle�agents according to where preference and capability knowledge

resides	 Preferences are meta�knowledge about what types of information have

utility for a requester and capabilities are meta�knowledge about what types of

requests can be serviced by a provider	 The table summarising their categorisa�

tion is repeated here in table �	 According to this categorisation� in a scenario in

which the capabilities of problem�solving agents are initially only known to the

provider and the middle�agent and the problem of the problem�holding agent are

initially only known to the requester and the middle�agent� the middle�agent is

called a broker	

Brokers are the kind of middle�agent we are most interested in looking at in

this article	 We shall now brie�y review some brokers that use explicit represent�

ations as the basis for brokering	

� Actually� there are also other techniques which are being used in search engines� but none of
them is based on what can be considered an understanding of the retrieved document�
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preferences
initially
known by

capabilities initially known by

provider only
provider �
middle agent

provider �
middle �
requester

requester only broadcaster� �front�agent�
matchmaker�
yellow�pages

requester �
middle agent

anonymizer broker recommender

requester �
middle �
provider

blackboard
introducer�
bodyguard

arbitrator

Table �� Middle�agent roles� from �Decker et al�� ����� page ����

����� The absi Facilitator

One of the earliest middle�agents that can be considered to be a broker in

the above sense is the Agent�Based Software Interaction absi� facilitator

�Singh� ����a� Singh� ����b�	 This broker is meant to be used in a system of

agents operating in the absi architecture �Genesereth and Singh� ����� and is

based on a variant of an early speci�cation of kqml �Finin et al�� �����	 For the

facilitator to perform its brokering service� agents must �rst notify the facilitator

of the kqml messages they can process� i	e	 they must advertise their capabilities	

One important restriction imposed by the absi facilitator is that agents must not

advertise that they can handle a message which they might subsequently fail to

process	

The absi facilitator provides performatives for package forwarding� informa�

tion monitoring� and content�based routing	 Content�based routing is basically

what we have called capability brokering	 Of the kqml brokering performat�

ives described in table �� the absi facilitator essentially supports advertise and
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broker�one	 Capabilities are represented by kqml messages as de�ned in the

kqml speci�cation	 The content of these capability�representing kqml messages

must be in kif	 For capability retrieval� the content of a capability�seeking mes�

sage and the capability advertisement need not be identical for them to match�

as the kqml speci�cation would require	 Instead a kind of uni�cation de�ned by

meta�descriptions in the kif manual �Genesereth et al�� ����� is used to match

capabilities and preferences	 Additionally� a Prolog�based inference engine can

be used to evaluate additional conditions on the matched meta�variables	

����� shade and coins

Two other brokers based on the kqml protocol are the shade and coins match�

makers �Kuokka and Harada� ����a� Kuokka and Harada� ����b�	 These brokers

are implemented entirely as a declarative rule�based program within the max

forward�chaining agent architecture �Kuokka� �����	 As opposed to the absi fa�

cilitator� it is assumed that shade and coins will make false positive and false

negative matches	 Thus� part of the work on these brokers was on addressing the

problem of recovery after such a false match	

Both� shade and coins� support the full range of kqml performatives de�

scribed in table � and more	 The di�erence between shade and coins lies in

the capability representations they can handle	 In both cases� capabilities are

represented as kqml messages� but shade works over a formal� logic�based con�

tent language and coins operates over free�text information	 Thus� coins is

e�ectively what we have called a search engine above	 shade expects either

kif �Genesereth et al�� ����� or max �Kuokka� ����� augmented to support string

patterns as terms for its content language	 max is more appropriate for repres�

enting highly structured data such as objects or frames	 The actual matching of

capabilities and preferences is performed by a Prolog�like uni�cation algorithm	

Advertisements and requests must match based solely on their content� there is

no knowledge base against which inference is performed	 Limited inference for
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future versions is envisaged though	

����� InfoSleuth

The aim of the InfoSleuth project �Bayardo et al�� ����� Nodine and Unruh� �����

Nodine et al�� ����� is to develop technologies that operate on heterogeneous in�

formation sources in an open� dynamic environment	 To achieve this �exibil�

ity and openness� InfoSleuth integrates agent technology� ontologies� information

brokerage� and Internet computing	 InfoSleuth�s architecture is comprised of a

network of cooperating agents communicating in kqml	 One of these agents

is the broker agent which receives and stores capability advertisements from all

other InfoSleuth agents	 The task of the broker agent is to provide a semantic

match�making service that pairs agents seeking a particular service with agents

that can perform that service	

Minimally� every agent must advertise to the broker its location� name� and

the language it speaks	 Queries must be in kqml using kif as the content lan�

guage and �InfoSleuth� as the ontology	 Matching is performed as an intersection

function between the user query and the data resource constraints in the capabil�

ity advertisement	 The way this works is that kif sentences� that are the content

of capability advertisements and user queries� are translated into the deductive

database language ldl�� �Zaniolo� ����� and maintained in such a database	

Most Important Issues Here

� The work on the contract net described in section �	� gave us the con�

nection problem which is basically the problem addressed in this thesis	

� The inter�agent communication language kqml described in section �	�	�

is probably the most advanced language for this purpose	

� The kqml�based brokers described in section �	� perform essentially the

same task we are most interested in	
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Figure �� Overview of this section

� Modelling Capabilities with Logics

In this section we will look at how some logics have been or could be

used to represent the capabilities of intelligent agents�

An overview of this section� which provides a conceptualisation of the rela�

tionships between the di�erent sub��elds and approaches�systems described in

this section� is given in �gure �	

��� First�Order Predicate Logic

A generic knowledge representation formalism such as �rst�order predicate lo�

gic fopl� �Chang and Lee� ����� Loveland� ����� Gallier� ���
� might well have

turned out to be su�cient for representing and reasoning about capabilities	 Ad�

vantages of fopl include its well�de�ned semantics and the fact that it is probably

the best�researched knowledge representation formalism in AI and beyond	 This

is certainly good enough a reason to begin our review of logics as capability

representations using fopl	
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Representations of capabilities in fopl have been attempted in early ap�

proaches to reasoning about actions� e	g	 �Green� ��
��	 One of these early ap�

proaches is the situation calculus �McCarthy and Hayes� ��
�� Shanahan� �����

which has actually been an active topic of AI research for more than three decades

now	 However� its main concern has not been with reasoning about capabilities

but with reasoning about actions in general� which can be seen as a much broader

area than reasoning about capabilities for brokering	

Very brie�y� the ontology of the situation calculus is made up of situations

which can be thought of as snapshots of some world� �uents� which take on

di�erent values in di�erent situations and can be thought of as time�varying

properties� and actions� which can be executed to change the value of �uents	 The

atomic formula Holdsf� s� is used to denote that the �uent f is true in situation

s	 Note that the �uent f � although it might look like an atomic formula� is a

term� i	e	 it represents an object in the domain represented	 The function term

Resulta� s� is used to denote the situation obtained by executing the action a

in the situation s	 Sentences in �rst�order logic called e�ect axioms can now be

written to represent the e�ects and preconditions of actions	

Unfortunately the e�ect axioms alone turn out to be epistemologically in�

adequate and further so�called frame axioms are needed in the representation�

leading to the frame problem in AI �Hayes� ����� page 
��� �Shanahan� �����	

Furthermore� the representation of �uents as objects in the domain seems counter�

intuitive	 In summary� the strong point of the situation calculus has traditionally

been the theoretical framework it provides for the representation of actions based

on a well�de�ned semantics	� A number of more direct action representations

which also address the frame problem have been proposed in AI and we shall

review some of them in section �	�	 Still� the situation calculus remains a highly

expressive action representation with probably the clearest semantics of any such

representation	

� Recent work described in �Gruninger and Fox� ����� Gruninger et al�� ���	
 addresses some
practical aspects of reasoning with a formal situation calculus�
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McCarthy and Hayes� original work was not limited to the representation

of and reasoning about actions and their e�ects� but also included the general

concept of ability �McCarthy and Hayes� ��
�� pages ��������	 In this work� they

have attempted to formalise what it means for an agent to be able to do some�

thing by de�ning a predicate canp� �� s� meaning �agent� p can bring about the

condition � in situation s	� The interesting result here is� as they point out�

that it is not at all clear what this proposition means	 However� although highly

relevant for the epistemological underpinnings of our work� we shall not go into

the philosophical problems entailed here	

��� Advanced Logics

Since we have mentioned the situation calculus and the frame problem� it is

also worth noting that there is a group of logics that have been mainly de�

veloped to address this problem	 These logics are referred to as nonmono�

tonic logics �Ginsberg� ����� Brewka� ������ �Davis� ����� section �	��	 The

classic approaches here are Default Logic �Reiter� ����� and Circumscription

�McCarthy� ����b� McCarthy� ����a�	 However� as these approaches address the

problem by changing the inference mechanism rather than fundamentally chan�

ging the representation� they are of little interest to us and we shall not look at

them further here	

Many approaches to agent theories cf	 section �	�	�� are based onmodal logics

�Chellas� ����� Chagrov and Zakharyaschev� ������ �Davis� ����� section �	�� and

the possible worlds semantics �Hintikka� ��
�� Kripke� ��
�� and thus� we shall

have a look at these logics next	 Agent theories are speci�cations of agents	 These

speci�cations can be used by agents to reason about other agents	 Our aim is to

reason about the capabilities of other agents	

A modal logic augments a calculus� e	g	 predicate calculus� with a number of

operators� called modal operators� that take sentential arguments	 Modal oper�

� They are looking at a world of interacting discrete �nite automata for which we will use the
term agent here�
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ators are usually non�extensional� i	e	 they do not commute with quanti�ers� or

are referentially opaque	 The semantics of a modal language is based on Kripke

structures which consist of a collection of possible worlds� connected by an access�

ibility relation	 We say a possible world W� is accessible from a possible world

W� in a Kripke structure if they are connected by the accessibility relation	 In

each possible world� a sentence in modal logic can be either true or false� i	e	 a

sentence may have di�erent truth values in di�erent possible worlds	

For example� in propositional modal logic the truth values of propositions can

vary across di�erent possible worlds	 Propositions can be connected with the

usual connectives e	g	 negation� conjunction� disjunction� to form more complex

sentences	 The only syntactical extension is the introduction of usually two new�

dual types of sentences� �A necessarily A� and �A possibly A�� where A is

again a sentence in modal logic	 The informal semantics is that �A is true in

a possible world W if and only if A is true in every possible world accessible

from W and that �A is true in a possible world W if and only if A is true in at

least one possible world accessible from W	 Other modal operators may also be

de�ned	

Modal logics have been used in agent theories mostly to reason about the

knowledge of other agents �Wooldridge and Jennings� ����� section ��	 This is

done by interpreting �A as a modal knowledge operator� i	e	 an agent knows A if

in every world that is consistent with its knowledge� A is true	 Reasoning about

knowledge using modal logics was probably �rst comprehensively integrated into

a framework for reasoning about actions by �Moore� �����	

A further extension of modal logics are dynamic logics �Harel et al�� �����

Harel� �����	 Dynamic logics were developed to reason about programs and their

executions	 Syntactically� the only change from normal modal logic is that �A is

replaced by ���A and �A is replaced by h�iA� where � is a program	 A program

implicitly de�nes an accessibility relation� i	e	 only those worlds are accessible

that are possible states after the execution of the program	 ���A is then de�ned
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as true in W if and only if A is true in every possible world accessible from W

with the accessibility relation de�ned by �� i	e	 if A is necessarily true after the

execution of �	

Note that dynamic logics are the �rst logics introduced here that explicitly

include capabilities in the form of programs in their ontology	 However� repres�

enting knowledge in and automated reasoning over dynamic logics has proven not

very practical and thus� we shall not pursue this path any further	

��� Meta�Level Knowledge

Experiments in �Larkin et al�� ����� Chi et al�� ������ and other work described in

�Barr� ����� Andrews� ������ have shown that experts in a �eld often do not have

more domain knowledge than novices� but instead they use this knowledge more

e�ciently� they have more meta�knowledge	 Being an expert in a domain means

to be more competent in this domain or� to be more capable of solving problems

in this domain	 Thus� there is a strong correlation between the availability of

meta�knowledge and capability or competence in a domain	 Similar arguments

can be found in �Laske� ���
� Lecoeuche et al�� ���
� VanLehn and Jones� �����	

We have argued in �Wickler and Pryor� ���
� that available meta�knowledge can

be re�used for competence assessment	 The emphasis here is on the re�use aspect

which would make this approach very attractive to our aims as it could save us a

lot of work	 Thus� we shall now look at meta�knowledge and its representations

to see whether this knowledge can be re�used for capability brokering	

����� Types of Meta�Level Knowledge

A number of classi�cations of meta�level knowledge have been attempted	 For

example� an early classi�cation by �Davis and Buchanan� ����� distinguishes

schemata for reasoning about objects� function templates for reasoning about

functions� rule models for reasoning about inference rules� and meta�rules for

reasoning about strategies	 In �Lenat et al�� ����� there is not so much a categor�
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isation of meta�knowledge� but instead they give a number of examples where

such knowledge is being used	 These examples include meta�knowledge� for rule

selection� to record needed facts about knowledge� for rule justi�cations� to de�

tect bugs� etc	 The last example they give concerns meta�knowledge to describe a

program�s abilities	 Unfortunately they do not describe a representation for this

type of meta�knowledge	 Similarly� �Maes� ���
� argues that meta�level know�

ledge is needed for introspection and classi�es it by the tasks it is needed for�

e	g	 in assumption�based reasoning� in learning� in handling inconsistent� incom�

plete� and uncertain knowledge etc	 This shows that there is a need for explicit

meta�knowledge in knowledge�based systems	

There are also a number of examples of systems that have used explicit meta�

knowledge for a number of purposes	 For example� �Filman et al�� ����� describe

several experiments using meta�language and meta�reasoning to solve problems

involving belief� heuristics� and points of view� �Attardi and Simi� ����� describe

a meta�language for reasoning about logical consequence� �Ginsberg� ���
� de�

scribes a meta�level framework for the construction of knowledge base re�nement

systems� �Haggith� ����� describes a framework for reasoning about con�icts in

knowledge bases	 Many other systems using explicit meta�knowledge do exist

cf	 �Maes and Nardi� ������	 This illustrates the availability of meta�knowledge

in knowledge�based systems	

Of particular interest to us is work on using meta�knowledge for competence

assessment �Vo� et al�� ����� as this is directly related to capability retrieval	

One of their aims was to develop a system that knows when it cannot solve a

given problem without having to fail in an attempt to solve it	 For this task

they extended their problem solver with a number of re�ective modules that

performed some simple tests	 The representation of knowledge in the re�ective

modules is procedural rather than declarative though� and the modules work for

con�guration tasks only	 Furthermore� competence assessment was internal to the

developed system and no external broker�like agent could perform the competence
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assessment	

Up to this point� there have been few approaches which use meta�knowledge to

represent capabilities and certainly no solution that could be used for capability

brokering� as we had hoped	

����� Search Control Knowledge

Although many di�erent uses for meta�level knowledge have been suggested there

has been one area where the use of meta�knowledge has had the largest impact�

search control �Davis� ����� Bundy and Welham� ����� George�� �����	 The idea

here is that spending some time on where one is going to search in a large search

space is more e�cient than just searching	 As mentioned above� experts in a

domain often distinguish themselves from novices not by having more relevant

domain knowledge� but by using it more e�ciently	 This suggests that the kind

of meta�knowledge that is strongly correlated to capability knowledge as we need

to represent it is� in fact� search control knowledge	 Thus� we shall now look

at search control knowledge to see whether this knowledge can be re�used for

capability brokering	

There are a number of domains for which search control knowledge has been

found and employed	 For example� �Bundy et al�� ����� describe a system that

uses meta�level inference to solve mechanics problems� �Wilkins� ����� uses meta�

knowledge to control search in chess� �Minton et al�� ����� have used explicit

search control knowledge in parsing� �Murray and Porter� ����� have used know�

ledge to control search for consequences of new information during knowledge

integration	 Planning is of particular interest to us cf	 section �	�� and there are

a number of planners that use sophisticated search control techniques�	 For ex�

ample� �Tate� ����� describes in his Ph	D	 thesis how the structure of a given goal

and its sub�goals can be exploited to control search� �Croft� ����� examines in his

work what exactly the choice points are during planning and develops heuristics

� To avoid confusion here� the term meta�planning has been introduced by �Wilensky� ���

but does not refer to the use of explicit meta�knowledge to control search in planning�
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to control search at these points� �Fox et al�� ����� view planning as a constraint

satisfaction problem and develop the concept of problem texture that is meant

to aid in controlling search	

Thus� there exists a large body of search control knowledge that might

be re�usable as capability knowledge	 However� a closer inspection of the ap�

proaches described above reveals that the search control knowledge is often built

into the system to maximise e�ciency� i	e	 it is represented only implicitly	 In

�Wickler and Pryor� ���
� we have attempted to re�use this implicitly represen�

ted search control knowledge to assess competence	 However� our aim here is an

explicit capability representation and the implicitness of the above search control

knowledge is unlikely to provide us with insights as to how to represent capabil�

ities	

����� Learning Search Control Knowledge

What we are looking for at this point are systems that contain explicitly repres�

ented search control knowledge that can be re�used for capability brokering	 Most

systems that learn search control knowledge belong to this group	 This is because

techniques from symbolic machine learning are often aimed at constructing an

explicit representation of what they are trying to learn	 If this learned search

control knowledge could be re�used for capability brokering it would have the

added advantage that we would not even have to �nd the knowledge ourselves	

Thus� we shall now look at systems that learn search control knowledge	

Two general problem�solving architectures have been used to investigate

this possibility� soar �Laird et al�� ����� Rosenblum et al�� ����� and prodigy

�Minton et al�� ����� Veloso et al�� �����	 The basic learning algorithm in soar is

chunking and learning from outside guidance �Golding et al�� �����	 In prodigy

explanation�based learning has been applied to learn explicit search control

rules �Minton and Carbonell� �����	 Explanation�based learning is a technique

that has also recently been applied to learning search control rules for a snlp�
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like planner �Kambhampati et al�� ���
�	 The results described there are rather

promising as far as the speed�up over snlp �McAllester and Rosenblitt� ������

cf	 section �	�	�� is concerned	 Similarly� �Ihrig and Kambhampati� ����� de�

scribe the successful application of explanation�based learning to a case�based

planner	 Inductive learning of search control rules has been described in

�Leckie and Zukerman� ������ and �Eskey and Zweben� ����� describe their work

on leaning search control knowledge for the closely related scheduling problem	

This shows that there is su�cient work in this area to provide a large body of

explicit search control knowledge that might be re�usable as capability represent�

ations	

However� the fact that explicit search control knowledge can slow down

problem�solving has not gone unnoticed �Etzioni and Minton� �����	 The more

search control rules have been learned� the more time it takes to evaluate all of

them	 Early approaches to this utility problem have just counted how often a

speci�c search control rule was �red and deleted it if the success�rate went be�

low a certain threshold �Minton et al�� �����	 Later approaches attempted to ap�

proximate the learned search control knowledge to save time �Chase et al�� �����	

�Wefald and Russell� ����� have even tried to theoretically de�ne when a search

control rule has no bene�t	 �Kambhampati et al�� ���
� have avoided the utility

problem by only learning provably correct rules� which are not very many	

As far as capability descriptions are concerned� forgetting or approximat�

ing search control knowledge means having a less accurate capability description	

Considering the advantages of this approach� i	e	 no need for a new representation

or the manual development of new knowledge� this inaccuracy seems acceptable	

However� there are more worrying results that question the usefulness and thus�

the availability of explicit search control knowledge in the long term	 Speci�c�

ally� �Ginsberg� ���
a� has looked at a number of problems to which AI systems

have been applied and found that� consistently� the most e�cient approaches use

relatively uninformed search	 Why this is the case is not of much interest to us
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here� but this problem� which is ultimately rooted in the utility problem� has lead

us to abandon the re�use approach argued for in this section	

��� Terminological KR Languages

By a terminological knowledge representation language we mean any formalism

for de�ning and reasoning about concepts in the mould of �Brachman� ����� and

kl�one �Brachman and Schmolze� �����	 Such systems are of little direct relev�

ance here as there has not been a comprehensive attempt to represent capability

knowledge in such a formalism	 That is not to say that it is not possible though	

The reason why we want to mention these languages here is that these formalisms

provide the framework for the de�nition of ontologies to which we will return in

section �	�	 For example� Ontolingua �Gruber� ����� can be seen as rooted in

terminological KR languages	

Most Important Issues Here

� First�order predicate logic is probably the best understood knowledge rep�

resentation in AI and beyond and the situation calculus is an important

action representation that could be used in kif�based brokers	

� Although meta�knowledge initially looked like a very promising approach to

capability representations because it potentially allows the re�use of a large

existing body of knowledge� recent results related to the utility problem

discussed in section �	�	� indicate that this approach is not desirable	

� Actions in AI Planning

In this section we will review approaches to action representations in

AI planning� the area we see most closely related to capability model�

ling�
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Figure �� Overview of this section

An overview of this section� which provides a conceptualisation of the rela�

tionships between the di�erent sub��elds and approaches�systems described in

this section� is given in �gure �	

��� Action Representation Formalisms

There are two reasons why action representations as used by AI planners are of

particular importance for our work	 Firstly� a primitive action� one of the inputs

to the classical planning problem �Tate et al�� ����� page ���� can be interpreted

as the representation of a capability	 The second reason for our interest in ac�

tion representations and AI planning is more complex	 As pointed out before�

intelligent agents are often assumed to use a planner to determine a course of ac�

tion that achieves a given objective �Wooldridge and Jennings� ����� page ����	

Thus� it is plausible to assume that� for a given objective� there exists a planning

problem that has a solution if the agent is capable of achieving this objective	

Under this assumption� the problem of capability assessment may be reduced to

the plan existence problem	
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����� First�Order Logic and the Situation Calculus

The planning problem was �rst addressed in AI e	g	 in �Green� ��
�� and in the

situation calculus �McCarthy and Hayes� ��
�� Shanahan� �����	� Both of these

approaches did not devise a new representation for actions but used �rst�order

predicate logic to represent world states� actions� and their e�ects	 Using �rst�

order logic lead to a number of problems� most notably� the frame problem	

Although there has been considerable progress towards representations of actions

in �rst�order logic that avoid the frame problem� it can by no means be con�

sidered solved	 Since we have already discussed �rst�order logic as a capability

representation in section �	�� we shall not go into more detail at this point	

����� Classical Non�Hierarchical Representations

One of the earliest systems in AI to address the planning problem using a

task speci�c representation was the strips system �Fikes and Nilsson� �����

Fikes et al�� �����	 The strips representation of actions basically consists of�

� an action pattern� the identi�er of the action and some variables describ�

ing the parameters�

� a precondition formula� a formula that must be true before this action

can be applied�

� an add list� a list of formulae that will be true as a result of this action�

and

� a delete list� a list of formulae that will no longer be true as a result of

this action	

In the original de�nition of the strips representation� the di�erent formulae

in the representation were allowed to be full �rst�order logic and a resolution

� The earliest AI system addressing this problem was probably gps �Newell and Simon� ����
�
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theorem prover was used to reason about world states	 However� in a later de�

scription �Nilsson� ����� chapter �� only conjunctions of literals are permitted�

which greatly simpli�es the planning process	 This later version is what is now

generally referred to as the strips representation	 The signi�cant advance of

this representation over the situation calculus is the strips assumption� only

what is mentioned in the representation changes when an action is performed�

i	e	 anything that is not listed in the add or delete list will not change	

One interesting aspect of the strips representation is that there was no

formal semantics de�ned for strips for a rather long time	 In a classic pa�

per� �Hayes� ����� pointed out that many representations in AI su�ered from this

problem� and that formalisms that have no semantics should not be considered

representations	 Still� it was not until �Lifschitz� ���
� that a semantics for strips

was formally de�ned	 Lifschitz also illustrates how the �rst intuitive approaches

are not always quite the right de�nitions	 It has to be said� though� that the

strips representation proved to be an extraordinarily successful action repres�

entation	 There are still planners being developed today that use exactly this

representation	

The strips planner on the other hand su�ered from many problems that

were addressed in a number of subsequent systems� mostly following the strips

approach �George�� ����� Allen et al�� ����� Tate et al�� �����	 The �nal incarn�

ation of a planner in the mould of strips is probably the partial�order causal�link

planner snlp �McAllester and Rosenblitt� �����	 However� there has been no sig�

ni�cant advance in the representation of actions used by these systems� and this

is the aspect we are most interested in here	

One of the more serious limitations of the strips representation is its express�

iveness	 For example� the situation calculus is considered a much more expressive

representation	 It was not until �Pednault� ����� that a serious attempt at ex�

ploring the middle ground between these two approaches was made	 The result

of this work was the new action description language adl� that combined the
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expressiveness of the situation calculus with the strips assumption to retain the

best of both worlds	 The underlying idea in adl was to exploit the fact that e�ect

axioms in the situation calculus all more or less have the same syntactical format	

Pednault used this pattern to de�ne adl and how adl expressions should be ex�

panded into situation calculus formulae	 In this way� the semantics of adl was

grounded in the situation calculus but the syntax looked much more like strips

with precondition� add� and delete formulae	

What Pednault did not do was design a planner for adl	 Although one

could translate the representation into �rst�order logic and reason about it with

a theorem prover� this was clearly not the intension	 The �rst planner that

was based on a restricted version of adl was ucpop �Penberthy and Weld� �����

Barrett et al�� �����	 The basic extension of ucpop�s version of adl over the

strips representation was the introduction of conditional e�ects	 E�ects are

the union of add and delete lists and conditional e�ects are e�ects that only

occur if certain secondary preconditions hold before the action is executed	 Also�

conditional e�ects can occur any number of times with di�erent instantiations for

a given action instance	 By restricting the domains of all variables to known� �nite

domains it was possible to extend the basic snlp algorithm to handle conditional

e�ects	

Complexity of strips Planning As we have mentioned above� one of the

reasons why we are interested in AI planning is because the capability assessment

problem may be reduced to the plan existence problem	 �Bylander� ����� has

shown that the problem of determining whether a given instance of the planning

problem has any solution is� even for propositional strips� a pspace�complete

problem	 Thus� assessing capability via plan existence is not a promising route

as far as capability retrieval is concerned	

An investigation into whether and why di�erent types of planning algorithms

are more e�cient than others can be found in �Barrett and Weld� �����	 In the
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course of this work� they de�ned the complexity of a planning problem	 We could

potentially use such a complexity measure to estimate whether a plan will be

found within given resources� i	e	 to address the plan existence problem	 However�

the complexity of the benchmark problems they used was given in terms of the

length of the shortest plan solving them� i	e	 in general� the complexity was only

known once the problem was solved	

����� Disjunctive Representations

In �Kautz and Selman� ����� a new approach to planning has been suggested	

Instead of re�ning a partial plan through search they have reformulated the plan�

ning problem as a satis�ability problem to which they applied their stochastic

hill climbing algorithm gsat �Selman et al�� �����	 The di�cult task here is the

reformulation	 �Blum and Furst� ����� independently found such a reformulation

that led to a signi�cant increase in performance over conventional planners as

demonstrated by their planner� Graphplan	 This new formulation was later im�

proved and combined with Walksat� an evolution of gsat� to give even better

results �Kautz and Selman� ���
�	

Now� why is it that these satis�ability planners could so drastically outperform

all deductive partial�order causal�link approaches� This question has been ad�

dressed in �Selman� ����� Kambhampati� ����� and they suggest that the essential

di�erence lies in the fact that the representations used by satis�ability planners

are capable of representing a new kind of disjunction in plans� i	e	 sets of plans

that contain disjunctions of actions to be included in the �nal plan	 As a response

to this �nding there are now some deductive planners that also use disjunctive rep�

resentations� e	g	 Cops �Ginsberg� ���
b� or Descartes �Joslin and Pollack� ���
�	

However� they do not seem to have the performance of satis�ability planners yet	

As far as action representations are concerned� these new planners can be

considered a step backwards rather than forward	 All the actions the satis�ability

planners can reason about are strictly propositional� a limitation that stems from
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the satis�ability algorithm used	 Thus� this work is of little interest to us	 The

above planners do however reason about disjunction in plans and� as far as plan

representations are concerned� this presents a signi�cant advance	 This is not an

issue here though	

����� Contingencies

An interesting extension of the strips�based action representations presented

this far has been introduced in contingency planning	 Essentially� the idea here is

that certain actions may have several alternative outcomes	 The �rst planner to

address this problem was Warplan�C �Warren� ���
�	 The representation used by

Warplan�C was again based on the strips representation	 The major di�erence

was that several alternative sets of e�ects can be speci�ed for an action� each

of which is given a contingency label	 Each set of e�ects was represented as an

add and a delete list� as it would be for a normal strips action	 The number

of contingencies was assumed to be small and not all actions were expected to

lead to contingencies	 There has also been some work on extending O�Plan see

below� to deal with contingencies �Secker� ������ but the current version does not

contain any such extension	

A more recent contingency planner is cnlp �Peot and Smith� ������ which is

basically a non�linear version of Warplan�C	 The underlying action representation

did not change from Warplan�C though	 A variant of cnlp�s algorithm has been

used in the Cassandra planner �Pryor and Collins� ���
� which� like ucpop� also

handles conditional e�ects	 In Cassandra�s action representation the di�erent

contingencies were represented as conditional e�ects� where the contingency label

can be seen as a secondary precondition of the di�erent e�ects in the di�erent

contingencies	

E�ectively� contingencies can be seen as introducing disjunctions into e�ects�

thus signi�cantly extending the expressiveness of the representation	 Thus� these

representations are of great interest to us	
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����� Real World Planners

Most of the planners mentioned this far are research vehicles and have not been

applied to realistic domains	 However� there are at least two planners that

have been used outside a research environment� O�Plan �Currie and Tate� �����

Tate et al�� ����� Tate� ����� and sipe �Wilkins� �����	 Both these systems are

quite similar in that they support a very rich representation to support planning

in realistic domains	

The O�Plan planner essentially consists of� a set of knowledge sources which

can address di�erent types of �aws or issues in a plan� a set of constraint man�

agers to evaluate di�erent types of constraints in a plan� and a controller for

these modules	 The openness of O�Plan means new modules can be added

to the planner without too much e�ort	 The representation used by O�Plan

is based on the �i�n�ova� constraint model of activity �Tate� ���
a� which

views a plan as a set of constraints on possible behaviour	 The actual action

representation language used in O�Plan is called O�Plan Task Formalism tf�

�O�Plan tf� ����� Tate et al�� �����	 O�Plan tf is primarily based on a hierarch�

ical model of action expansion	 The representation of primitive actions� the aspect

we are most interested in� has a great degree of richness� allowing for a number

of constraint types in the representation� e	g	 complex temporal constraints� re�

source constraints� etc	 The ability to add new constraint managers as required

gives O�Plan the high �exibility needed for realistic domains	 Another interest�

ing aspect of the O�Plan planner is that is has been modelled as a Commonkads

problem�solving method �Kingston et al�� ���
� cf	 section �	�	��	

When it comes to modelling realistic domains� the richness o�ered by the

representations of these real world planners presents a signi�cant advance over

the earlier strips�based representations	 However� our aim for now is not to

develop a broker for a realistic domain which might require such richness in

its capability representations	 Furthermore� whether more richness necessarily

means more expressiveness is an open question	 The most interesting aspect of
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these planners for our work is the openness of O�Plan which gives it its �exibility	

����� Shared Action Representations

Part of the current movement towards knowledge sharing and shared representa�

tions cf	 section �	�	�� involves the development of shared action representations	

In section �	�	�� we have already looked at kqml which can be considered one

such language� as a kqml expression represents an action	 At least two other

e�orts with the aim of standardising a common action representation that facil�

itates knowledge sharing are currently under way	 We will look at these next	

One of the latest proposals is the Shared Planning and Activity Representation

spar� �spar� ����� Tate� �����	 The principal scope of spar is to represent past�

present� and possible future activity and the command� planning� and control pro�

cesses that create and execute plans meant to guide or constrain future activity	

It can be used descriptively for past and present activity and prescriptively for

possible future activity	 The way spar aims to facilitate knowledge sharing is not

only through a language with an open syntax� but also by providing an ontology

of fundamental concepts for representing and reasoning about actions	 A brief

look at the spar ontology will follow in section �	�	

Another shared action representation is the Planning Domain De�nition Lan�

guage pddl� that was developed as a common format for all competitors in the

AIPS��� planning competition �Ghallab et al�� �����	 The scope of pddl is far

more limited than spar� pddl was only aiming for a representation that covers

the representations used by competing planning algorithms	 One of the interest�

ing features of this language is that it contains explicit �ags for di�erent exten�

sions to the basic language that have to be set in a problem description if the

according extension is used	 A planner not supporting these extensions can then

simply check these �ags to see whether it can generate plans for the described

problems	

Both representations are only meant as an interlingua and not as represent�
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ations which are reasoned over directly	 Still� both these languages� and kqml�

as well� o�er very interesting features that a capability representation must also

have� such as spar�s openness and �exibility	

��� Ontologies of Actions

A logic only de�nes the syntax and semantics for a representation� but it is the

ontology that de�nes the vocabulary	 Approaches to knowledge sharing therefore

agree on the need for shared ontologies cf	 section �	�	��	 Thus� we too will

need a shared ontology of actions to represent and reason about capabilities	

One of the best known languages for de�ning sharable ontologies is Ontolingua

�Gruber� ������ which has been de�ned as part of the knowledge sharing e�ort	

Methodological issues for developing ontologies are discussed in �Gruber� ����a�

Fern andez et al�� ����� G omez�P erez� �����	

Foundations for sharable ontologies of actions are described in �Tate� ���
b�	

According to Tate� an ontology can be composed of four major parts	 Firstly�

there is the meta�ontology which contains fundamental ontological elements used

to describe the ontology itself	 Secondly� there is the top level ontology which

is the minimal ontology used as a framework by all detailed ontologies	 Thirdly�

there is a library of shared ontological elements which may be shared across

a number of detailed ontologies but need not be included	 Finally� there are

the detailed ontologies which build on the top level ontology and may include

ontologies from the library	

A fundamental question is which concepts the di�erent parts of a shared onto�

logy of actions should contain	 There are a number of such ontologies that have

suggested di�erent concepts� mostly for the meta�ontology and the top level onto�

logy	 For example� ontologies of actions were de�ned in the Process Interchange

Format pif� �Lee et al�� ���
�� the Enterprise ontology �Uschold et al�� ���
�� the

Core Plan Representation cpr� �Pease and Carrico� ������ the Shared Planning

and Activity Representation spar� �spar� ������ and recently in work on mod�
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els of problem solving �Gennari et al�� ����� cf	 section �	��	 The spar onto�

logy� for example� de�nes concepts for entities� environments� activities� actions�

events� time points� objects� agents� locations� calendars� relationships� activity

constraints� world models� plans� processes� objectives� issues� etc	 Concepts are

related to each other in a semantic network style representation and each concept

is de�ned by a semi�formal description	

We believe an ontology of actions to be a considerable aid for the representa�

tion of capabilities	

��� Process Modelling

One of the drawbacks of strips�based action representations� as described above�

is that they are insu�cient for reasoning about processes	 This is because they

only refer to two states� the one just before the described action and the one just

after the action has been completed	 Processes cannot be described adequately

in this way	 A �rst attempt to reason about simultaneous� interactive processes�

characterised by a continuum of gradual change� that may be activated involun�

tarily� and that take up time� was proposed in �Hendrix� �����	 This line of work

ultimately lead to the Qualitative Process Theory qpt� �Forbus� �����	 Not only

does qpt handle all the above di�culties� it also can be used to come up with

useful conclusions even when not all the quantities for a given process are given	

The idef� process capture method has been used to model processes of a dif�

ferent kind �Mayer et al�� ����� Lydiard� ���
�	 idef� is part of the idef family

of methods funded by the US Air Force to provide modelling support for sys�

tems engineering and enterprise integration	 The idef� method allows di�erent

user views of temporal precedence and causality relationships associated with

enterprise processes to be captured	 The information is presented in a series of

diagrams and text� providing both a process�centred view of a system� via the

Process Flow Network � and an object�centred view of a system via the Object

State Transition Network	 This method can tolerate incomplete and inconsistent
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descriptions and is �exible enough to deal with the incremental nature of the

information acquisition process	

�Malone et al�� ����� describe a novel theoretical and empirical approach to

tasks such as business process redesign� enterprise modelling� and software devel�

opment	 The project involves collecting examples of how di�erent organisations

perform similar processes� and organising these examples in an on�line process

handbook	 The handbook is intended to help people redesign existing organisa�

tional processes� invent new organisational processes� learn about organisations�

and automatically generate software to support organisational processes	 A key

element of the work is an approach to analysing processes at various levels of

abstraction� thus capturing both the details of speci�c processes as well as the

�deep structure� of their similarities	

��� Agents Planning with Capabilities

Although it has been argued that deliberative agents should be based on AI

planning technology �Wooldridge and Jennings� ����� page ����� most existing

agents are not	 The earliest agents based on a planner are probably found in

�Cohen et al�� ������s phoenix system which includes planning agents that oper�

ate in the domain of situated forest �re management	

We have argued at the beginning of this section that the capability assessment

problemmay be reduced to the plan existence problem under certain assumptions	

One of these assumptions was that there will be no problems during the execution

of a plan� but we know that this assumption is overly optimistic	 Early work that

can be seen as the foundation for a planning agent�s architecture is presented

in �Ambros�Ingerson and Steel� ������ which describes ipem� a clear and well�

de�ned framework for the integration of planning� plan execution� and execution

monitoring	 More recent work in the area of plan execution and opportunity

recognition with reference features is described in �Pryor� ���
�	

Probably the most noteworthy agents that do use a planner are the intel�
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ligent softbots developed at the University of Washington �Etzioni et al�� �����

Weld� ���
� Etzioni� �����	 One of the most interesting aspects of this work for us

is the action representation used by the softbots	 They found that strips�based

representations lack certain essential features that they needed for their Internet

softbots	 The action representation language they have developed to model op�

erating system commands� uwl �Etzioni et al�� ������ has two major extensions

over conventional languages	 Firstly� it allows the modelling of information gath�

ering through goals of the type �find�out literal�	 Secondly� one can specify for

certain conditions to remain unchanged by an action with a �hands�off con�

dition� goal expression	 Arguably� the former is subsumed by reasoning about

knowledge as discussed in section �	� and the latter is a side e�ect of having to

refer to objects by their properties	

Our main concern is with the capability reasoning performed by the broker�

prior to the assignment of tasks to problem�solving agents	 Hence� problems

occurring during plan execution are not addressed in this thesis	

Most Important Issues Here

� Primitive actions in classical non�hierarchical action representations sec�

tion �	�	�� like strips and adl could well form the basis for a capability

description language	

� Furthermore� capability descriptions should be open like the O�Plan rep�

resentation giving it �exibility� they should allow for the representations of

ontologies of actions like the spar ontology� and they should allow for the

�agging of language properties similar to pddl	

� A planner should be used by the problem�solving agents to determine a

course of action	 A planner could also be used by a broker to combine

capabilities of various problem solvers to solve a given problem	

�
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� Models of Problem Solving

In this section we will review approaches to modelling problem�solving

methods�

An overview of this section� which provides a conceptualisation of the rela�

tionships between the di�erent sub��elds and approaches�systems described in

this section� is given in �gure �	

��� kads�Based Approaches

We were interested in models of problem solving to investigate whether these mod�

els can be seen as capability models and thus� can be used for capability broker�

ing	 One of the largest and longest�running projects that deals with the model�

ling of problem�solving methods is the kads project �Wielinga and Breuker� ���
�

Breuker and Wielinga� ����� Wielinga et al�� �����	 Therefore� we shall now look

at the kads representation of models of problem�solving	
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����� The kads Methodology

The kads methodology is a tool for knowledge acquisition and the building of

knowledge�based systems kbss�	 Knowledge acquisition is a constructive process

in which the knowledge engineer uses data about the behaviour of an expert to

make design decisions regarding a kbs to be built	 In this view� a kbs is an

operational model that is the result of knowledge acquisition	 The process of

knowledge acquisition consists of knowledge elicitation� knowledge interpretation�

and formalisation	

The kads methodology�s �rst principle is that the knowledge acquisition pro�

cess should result in a number of intermediate models	 These are� the organisa�

tional model� the application model� the task model� the model of cooperation�

the model of expertise� the conceptual model� and the design model	 The or�

ganisational model and the application model are models of the environment the

kbs is meant to be used in and the problem it is meant to address	 The task

model speci�es how the function of the system is to be achieved and contains

the task decomposition	 The model of cooperation assigns tasks and sub�tasks to

agents	 The model of expertise speci�es the problem�solving expertise required to

perform the problem�solving tasks assigned to the system at the knowledge�level

�Newell� �����	 The conceptual model is an abstract description of the objects

and operations the kbs should know about	 Finally� the design model is a high�

level speci�cation of the kbs� the operationalisation of which should be the kbs

itself	

The model that we are most interested in here� as it appears to be the closest

to a capability model� and that has received the most attention within the kads

community is the model of expertise	 kads suggests a decomposition of this

model according to the types of knowledge it contains into several layers�

� The domain layer� The domain knowledge embodies the conceptualisa�

tion of the domain for a particular application in the form of the domain
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theory	 It contains concepts� properties� and relations between concepts

and their properties	

� The inference layer� The inference knowledge embodies primitive infer�

ence actions over the domain knowledge� also referred to as the knowledge

sources	 Domain knowledge is mapped into the meta�classes or knowledge

roles that represent the generic input and output of the inference actions by

the domain view	 The inference structure describes the �ow of knowledge

between the inference actions similar to a data �ow diagram	

� The task layer� The task knowledge embodies the control knowledge

needed to perform reasoning at the inference layer	 This includes knowledge

of how the overall task is to be decomposed into subtasks	

� The strategic layer� The strategic knowledge determines what goals are

relevant to solve a particular problem	 However� this layer was dropped in

kads�ii�Commonkads	

One of the key issues in the kads methodology is that it strongly advoc�

ates the re�use of knowledge� which is to be achieved through a library of such

knowledge	 The library is divided into two parts� the domain division� which is

concerned with generic and re�usable domain knowledge� and the task division�

which contains the description of the interpretation models or models of problem�

solving	 An interpretation model is a model of expertise with an empty domain

layer� i	e	 it is a domain�independent description of a problem�solving method

psm� �Benjamins et al�� �����	 These are exactly the models we are interested

in	

����� Descriptions of psms

The kads library contains a number of generic psms that represent the ex�

perience gained in many years of knowledge engineering �Breuker et al�� �����

Breuker and Van de Velde� �����	 The description of each psm in the library
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consists of three parts� a verbal description� a conceptual description� and a

formal description	 The verbal description is a description in natural language	

The conceptual description uses a frame�like language derived from the Concep�

tual Modelling Language cml �Wielinga ed� et al�� ����� chapter ��	 The formal

description which exists only for a few psms is given in ml� see below�	

For each psm the conceptual description de�nes functions which are essentially

the primitive inference actions� function structures which are more or less the

inference structures� and a control structure which is the control regime applied

in this psm	 The conceptual description of a function consists of a description

of the dynamic input and output knowledge roles of this function� the static

knowledge roles it accesses� its goal� a speci�cation of the relation between input

and output� and an operation type which is the type of primitive inference this

function performs	 The function structure is a collection of the functions this

structure is composed of	 The control structure is a speci�cation of the control

�ow over these functions including how the overall task accomplished by this psm

is to be decomposed	

Although the conceptual description contains the right kind of knowledge to

be considered a capability representation� it also allows for informal content in

many places	 Thus� it can not be used as is for automated brokering� but it

provides us with insights for designing a capability representation	

Formal Speci	cations of Models of Expertise ml� is a formal speci�cation

language based on kads models of expertise �van Harmelen and Balder� �����

Aben� �����	 It allows di�erent levels of formalism for domain� inference� and task

layer	 The domain layer is to be speci�ed essentially in typed �rst�order logic	

The inference layer extends this by allowing the rei�cation of expressions� i	e	 a

form of meta�expressions� and re�ective reasoning about these named expressions	

Finally� the speci�cation of the task layer is to be de�ned in Quanti�ed Dynamic

Logic cf	 section �	��	 While this formalism is certainly powerful� it has been
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�claimed that highly trained mathematicians are needed to write� to understand

and to verify a formal speci�cation� �Aben� ����� page ���	

����� Planning as a psm

As we have pointed out in section �	�� planning is one area of particular interest

to us because the ability to generate a plan to solve a given problem can be

interpreted as the capability of solving this problem	 Thus� we will have a brief

look at the psm for planning described in the Commonkads library of psms now

�Valente� ����� Valente� ����� Barros et al�� ���
�	

The �rst step in the description of a psm is the identi�cation of the knowledge

roles	 For the planning task� four dynamic and two static roles have been identi�

�ed	 The dynamic knowledge roles are the current state� the goal� the plan� and

the con�icts	 The current state is a description of the initial state of the world�

and the goal is a set of conditions to be achieved in a future state of the world	 The

plan consists of a set of plan steps� ordering constraints� variable bindings� and

causal links cf	 section �	��	 The con�icts represent the discrepancy between the

conditions in the goal and what the plan achieves	 The static knowledge roles are

the world description and the plan description	 The world description consists of

the state description� e	g	 �uents in the situation calculus� and the state changes�

e�ectively the possible actions in the domain	 The plan description comprehends

the optional plan structure� a hierarchical decomposition of the actions� and the

plan assessment knowledge used to evaluate plans	

The task decomposition for the planning psm is summarised in �gure �	 Tasks

are represented by ellipses in this �gure and psms are represented by boxes	 For

example� the planning task can be addressed with a propose�critique�modify psm

which leads to three sub�tasks� propose expansion� critique plan� and modify

plan that have to be performed in this order	 Each of these tasks can again be

addressed by some psm until no further decomposition is possible	

It has been shown that this psm description does describe� at the knowledge
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level� the problem�solving behaviour of many modern planners	 However� it is

di�cult to see how this description can be used to decide whether a planner will

be able to �nd a solution for a given planning problem� i	e	 how this description

can be used to assess capability	

����� Indexing psms in the Library

During the knowledge acquisition process the knowledge engineer might identify

a psm from the library as appropriate for the task at hand and then use this

model to focus the knowledge acquisition process� e	g	 by attempting to elicit

domain knowledge to �ll relevant knowledge roles and by de�ning the domain

view �Brazier et al�� �����	 Thus� the retrieval of an appropriate model from the

library� also referred to as the indexing problem� is an important step in the

kads methodology� just like it is for capability brokering	 However� it is also

expected that the model from the library will need further re�nement before it

can be transformed into the design model	 This re�nement is called knowledge

di�erentiation in kads	 It is worth noting at this point that the resulting model�

the design model� is not meant to be operational in kads	
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One approach to the indexing problem in kads was the de�nition of a tax�

onomy of generic tasks which is supposed to help the knowledge engineer to

identify an appropriate psm in the library �Breuker and Van de Velde� ����� page

���	 The idea was for the knowledge engineer to follow one path down a hier�

archy that ends in the most speci�c psm suitable for the task at hand	 How�

ever� in practise this turned out not to be so simple	 Another approach tried

in the kads project was the indexing of psms in the library with task features

�Aamodt et al�� ����� for which they have suggested a quite elaborate list of such

features	

The latest insight however seems to be to take a more indirect approach	 The

basic argument in �Breuker� ����� is that one is given a problem and di�erent

kinds of psms might be able to solve this problem	 The psm selection mechanism

should re�ect this by providing a suite of problem types and associating a number

of psms with each problem type	 The selection amongst these could then be

by assumptions made by the psm� by the domain� or by the depth with which

the psm has been modelled	 Another� recent criticism of the original indexing

mechanism is that it is based only on yes�no distinctions and does not allow

gradual re�nement �van Harmelen and ten Teije� �����	

Since we cannot use the kads representation for psms to represent capabilities

directly� we also cannot adopt their indexing mechanisms	

����� Brokering for psms

There are currently at least two approaches in progress that attempt to address

the indexing problem with a broker	 Naturally� we are interested in this work as

the problem addressed is very similar to our problem	

ib� the Intelligent Broker �Fensel� ����� Decker et al�� ������ currently under

research at the University of Karlsruhe is one such broker	 The aim of this

broker is not to facilitate agent cooperation� as it is for the brokers described

in section �	�� but to �nd a psm for a given task on the Internet	 Unlike most
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other brokers� ib is not based on kqml	 The approach assumes the availability

of an ontology of psms which is used for the description of psms and which

the broker can use for its search	 The ontology of psms they envisage does

not yet exist but might well be based on the taxonomy of psms described in the

kads library of expertise models �Breuker and Van de Velde� ����� page ���	 The

language in which they intend to describe psms and on which their ontology will

be based is not �nished yet	 This language will be called the Uni�ed Problem�

solving Method description Language upml�� but only a draft speci�cation exists

�Fensel et al�� ����a� Fensel et al�� ����b�	 Another task envisaged for this broker

is the adaption of the selected psm to the actual task which requires mapping

entities in the given problem to the roles of the psm	

Another project that is closely related to the work on ib is the esprit�

funded project ibrow� that started in January ���� �Benjamins et al�� �����

Armengol et al�� �����	 The aim here� too� is to develop a broker that can select�

con�gure� and adapt knowledge components from large libraries on the Internet	

For selecting a problem�solving method from a library� the broker will reason

about characteristics of the psm� in particular about their competence and re�

quirements	 For this purpose psms will have to be described in some language	

Although no such language has been selected or proposed yet� it is envisaged

that an ontology will be at the heart of the approach	 Furthermore� as the people

involved with ibrow� are largely the same as for ib it is quite possible that the

two systems and psm description languages will be similar	

��� Prot�eg�e

The Prot�eg�e system �Musen� ����� Eriksson et al�� ����� addresses a problem

very similar to the problem addressed in kads and thus� we are interested in

Prot�eg�e for very similar reasons	

Prot�eg�e provides a knowledge engineering environment in which a developer

can specify tasks and select psms from a library of re�usable methods	 Developers
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must identify� at least partially� the task of the system they are designing before

they can select and custom tailor preexisting methods	 This task�analysis leads

to a system�role description in terms of the domain for the system� which serves

as the basis for the selection of psms that accomplish the task and for the con�

�guration of the selected methods for the task instance	 In Prot�eg�e� methods

are actions that accomplish tasks	 Methods can delegate problems as subtasks

to be solved by other methods	 They use the term mechanism for primitive

methods that cannot be decomposed	 In addition to supporting the development

of problem solvers for knowledge�based systems� Prot�eg�e generates domain�

speci�c knowledge acquisition tools that elicit the expertise required by the psms

to perform the latter�s task	

For psm selection� they believe that it will be di�cult to make a comprehensive

list of factors to consider	 However� they do identify a set of recurring factors that

are applicable to most tasks	 This list of common factors includes the input and

output of the task� the domain knowledge available� the solution quality required�

the computational time and space complexity� and the �exibility of the method	

Once a method has been selected it needs to be con�gured	 This is largely a

matter of selecting mechanisms or methods for a method�s subtasks and de�ning

the mapping between method terms and domain terms	

An essential part of the method description language developed in Prot�eg�e

is the method ontology which includes de�nitions of all the objects required by the

psm	 Ideally� developers of psms would share a framework for de�ning inputs and

outputs	 �Gennari et al�� ����� have begun to develop a �foundation ontology�

for developers of psms	 In this ontology� a psm must have a name and a textual

description	 Furthermore� it contains ontology frames for input and output� a

list of subtasks� and a list of constraints across the inputs and output but not

among inputs or outputs	 The latter are located inside the ontology frame for

inputs and outputs� together with key classes and functions in this frame� and

the API used which contains information about the ways in which the psm makes
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run�time queries for additional information	 Subtasks again come with a textual

description� inputs� outputs� constraints between those� and information as to

whether this subtask is required and whether it has a default implementation	

The lowest level of detail in their method description language is the choice of

a formal language for expressing the axioms that represent the requirements of

the method	 The current suggestion is that this language will be based on kif

�Genesereth� ����� Genesereth et al�� �����	

To summarise� not only are the problems addressed by kads and Prot�eg�e

very similar� but so are the approaches	 Methods in Prot�eg�e correspond to

models of expertise in kads	 Both approaches are based on a library of psms and

the description languages they use are essentially informal	 Furthermore� both

approaches address the indexing problem and suggest that an ontology will be

the key to the solution	 Thus� virtually all of our comments on kads also apply

to Prot�eg�e	

��� The hpkb Program

The DARPA�funded High Performance Knowledge Bases 	hpkb
 program is a

research programme to advance the technology of how computers acquire� repres�

ent and manipulate knowledge	� The approach taken in hpkb is quite similar to

the approach in kads again	 One of its aims is to speed up the development of

knowledge�based systems signi�cantly	 One way to achieve such a goal is through

the enablement of knowledge reuse� including the reuse of psms	 This might ul�

timately lead to the fully automated con�guration of knowledge�based systems	

For this purpose they are interested in developing a language for describing psms

and a number of groups are currently working on a proposal for such a language	

For example� the latest work on Prot�eg�e is one of the inputs to the hpkb e�ort	

�Doyle� ������s proposal for a psm description language was one of the earli�

est contributions for the hpkb program	 According to his proposal� a capability

� cf� http���www�teknowledge�com�HPKB�
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description should include� the task addressed by the method� the method onto�

logy� the contextual properties� the behavioural properties� the cognitive proper�

ties� relationships to other methods� relationships to implementations� and other

annotations	 However� as this proposal was still an early draft we shall not go

into detail here	

Another interesting input to this part of the hpkb program is the language

proposal described in �Aitken et al�� �����	 They suggest that a psm can be viewed

as a process or action	 In this case process or action representations from AI plan�

ning might also work for psms	 We shall review process modelling techniques in

section �	� and we have looked at action representations in section �	�	 As a

result of this view� the language they propose characterises a psm or capability

in three parts	 Firstly� there is the competence of the capability	 This includes

the goal or objective� the problem type the psm addresses� a generic solution� the

solution components conclusion� argument structure� and case model�� solution

properties� and the rationale which can be a textual description of when and why

the psm might be used	 Secondly� there is the con�guration of the capability	

This includes the method ontology� the domain theory consisting of �eld� onto�

logy�mapping� and representation� and the sub�methods	 The third and last part

is the psm process which includes the environment� the resource constraints� the

actor constraints� various world constraints� and sub�activities	

Compared to kads or Prot�eg�e� hpkb is still in its infancy	 The language

proposals are all draft and indicate types of knowledge to be represented rather

than de�ning actual languages	 Thus� we can only take these initial ideas into

account when designing a capability description language	

Most Important Issues Here

� Knowledge engineering with models of problem solving is often based on

a library of psms	 This library contains at least semi�formal descriptions

of psms and it is the description languages suggested by the di�erent ap�
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proaches we are most interested in	

� Especially kads and kads�related work has been concerned with the in�

dexing problem for their library	 The indexing problem is closely related to

the capability retrieval problem	

� Summary and Evaluation

In this article we reviewed various approaches to representing and reasoning about

capabilities	 In section � we looked at software agents� the area in which most of

the work on brokering has taken place to date	 This area has been mostly con�

cerned with the reasoning aspect of capability brokering	 This work introduced

us to the agent communication language kqml	

The remaining sections in this article described approaches which were mostly

related to the representation aspect of capability brokering	 In section � we looked

at the way various logics could have been used to represent capability knowledge	

In section � we looked at how representations of actions� which are very similar

to capabilities� have been encoded in AI systems	 Finally� in section � we looked

at models of problem solving methods to see whether these models represent

capability information� and if so� how it was represented	

��� Desirable Characteristics for Capability Representa�

tions

The �rst step towards a new capability description language must be a charac�

terisation of the properties or attributes we want this language to have	

We believe that two properties a new capability description language should

have are expressiveness and �exibility cf	 �Wickler� ������	 By expressiveness we

mean the ability to express more than is possible in other representations	 By

�exibility we mean the possibility to delay decisions regarding the compromises

that have to be made to knowledge representation time	
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Our aim is to use capability representations for brokering	 When designing a

knowledge representation language it is important to take into account what kind

of reasoning one wants to perform over this language	 Thus� another characteristic

we would like a new capability description language to have is that it is similar

to languages which have been used for capability brokering successfully� as this

would indicate that this language� too� can be used for brokering	 Likewise� since

capabilities can be seen as actions one can perform� we would also expect such

a language to be similar to representations that have been used to represent and

reason about actions	

As we expect the broker to perform its services autonomously� it is important

that the capability representations are in some formal language� a new capability

description language must have this attribute	 Finally� every representation must

have a semantics to qualify as a representation in the �rst place �Hayes� ������ so

we shall pay attention to this property as well	

��� Preliminary Evaluation

Given this characterisation of desirable properties for a new capability description

language� we can now evaluate the approaches described in this article to identify

which of the approaches have the above properties	 The results of this preliminary

evaluation are summarised in table �	 For simplicity� we have only listed the four

general areas described in sections � to �	 Each of these areas comprises a number

of approaches and the table obviously over�generalises and thus� should be seen

as a table of general trends rather than an exact evaluation	

The highest expressiveness can be found in logics and models of problem solv�

ing	 Classical �rst�order predicate logic �Chang and Lee� ����� Loveland� �����

Gallier� ���
� has been used to represent many di�erent kinds of knowledge and

can thus be considered an expressive representation	 However� many other lo�

gics o�er still more expressiveness to allow the representation of highly complex

circumstances cf	 section �	��	 Models of problem solving often allow natural
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� brokers � logics � action reps	 � models of psms

expressive medium high medium high
�exible yes� no some no
brokered yes no yes� yes�
actions no no yes yes�
formal yes yes yes no�
semantics yes� yes yes� no

Table �� Properties of di�erent approaches

language as at least an aspect of their representation which accounts for their

high expressiveness cf	 section �	�	��	 Most action representations section �	��

have only restricted expressiveness as they were designed to be used in forma�

tion of plans which in itself is a very complex process	 There are� however� some

action representations that o�er more expressiveness� e	g	 adl �Pednault� �����	

The representations used by the brokers we have described in section �	� are

more di�cult to classify as they are vague on what exactly the representation

of capabilities they use will look like	 Closer inspection reveals that� although

they mostly allow kif �Genesereth� ����� Genesereth et al�� ����� as the content

language� the restrictions imposed are rather severe	

The highest �exibility of the representations we have looked at can be found

in brokers and in some action representations	 Most brokers are based on kqml

cf	 section �	�	�� which speci�es that capabilities are to be described as kqml

messages that can be processed	 Thus� the capability description language is

kqml� a language designed to have an opaque content which is expressed in a

language speci�ed at the wrapper level	 In practise though� most brokers only

allow a very limited range of languages that can be used as content in capability

descriptions in kqml cf	 section �	��	 Most action representations section �	��

have very little �exibility� but there are a few noteworthy exceptions� e	g	 spar

�spar� ����� Tate� �����	 Like kqml� these languages allow the plugging in of

di�erent content languages which gives them their �exibility	 Logics section ���

although they provide a wide range of formalisms do not individually have this
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�exibility	 Finally� models of problem solving section �� usually allow for some

parts of their representations to be natural language descriptions and thus� cannot

be considered �exible	

The next aspect we have looked at is whether the representation has been used

for brokering	 Obviously� the kqml�based representations described in section �	�

pass on this criterion� but they are not the only ones	 Action representations

section �	��� in fact� can also be seen as having been used for brokering� as

a planner that uses these representations at some point also needs to retrieve

an action that can achieve a given e�ect	 This is essentially the task performed

during capability retrieval	 A similar case could be made for the situation calculus

section �	�� which is based on �rst�order logic� but it is really the ontology of

the situation calculus that facilitates brokering� not the underlying representation	

Thus� we are inclined to say that logics have not been used for brokering� allowing

for exceptions	 Models of problem solving section �� are again a borderline case

as there are now several projects underway that are aimed at building brokers

for problem�solving methods psms� cf	 section �	�	��	 However� neither their

representations nor their brokering mechanisms are de�ned yet	

The obvious representations that have been used for representing and reason�

ing about actions are� of course� the action representations section �	��	 Models of

problem solving section �� have also been used to represent and reason about ac�

tions� but the actions are usually restricted to the reasoning actions performed by

some expert system	 Still� reasoning about actions is what these representations

were designed for	 Brokering representations section �	�� and logics section ��

both have also been used to represent and reason about actions� but this is not

what they were speci�cally designed for	

As for the formality of the representation� the only area that does not qualify

here are models of problem solving section �� because they usually allow for

natural language as one aspect of their representation	 As usual� there are ex�

ceptions� e	g	 ml� cf	 section �	�	��	 However� ml� is so heavily logic�based that
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one could well count it into this area anyway	 Closely related is the question of

semantics	 The area that has been most concerned with formal semantics is logics

section �� in which almost every formalism has a well�de�ned formal semantics�

otherwise it does not qualify as a logic	 The semantics of action representations

section �	�� and kqml section �	�	�� have also been de�ned to some degree� but

there remain questions �Kuokka and Harada� ����b� and descriptions are often

informal	 Finally� models of problem solving section �� being based on natural

language fail here	

A new capability description language should retain the ideas behind these

approaches that made them perform well in certain respects	 In summary� a new

capability representation�

� to preserve the structure found in action representations�

� to bene�t from the expressiveness of highly powerful logics and the well�

de�ned formal semantics that comes with them�

� to retain the �exibility of kqml by allowing for opaque content languages

and to use the communication approach to brokering�

� to be formal to allow for autonomous brokering	
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